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Introduction and Summary

Burnout risk (BOR) power limits are designed to protect the reactor
from a significant release of fission products, due to critical heat flux
(CHF) burnout of fuel and target assemblies. At expected operating
power levels for reactor restart, approximately 50% of historical full
power, the risk of CHF and attendant burnout is negligible. Flow
,instability power limits will restrict reactor operation, and flow
instability will always oeeur before CHF, [1]. BOR power limits must
r_xevertheless be calculate_--because they are required by the reactor
control computer, [2]. Bounding BOR limits have been calculated for
t_,e K-14 cycle, to fulfill this requirement, and they are presented in
this document. Two sets of BOR limits have been calculated: one

applicable for the first subcycle, zero to 30% fuel burnup, and the
other for the second subcycle, 30% to 55% fuel burnup.

Description of BOR Limits

There are two BOR limits for the SRS reactors: t,le technical limit

prevents core damage from continuous operation at the limit, and the
tran:ient protection limit provides a safety margin for accidents that
are erminated by the primary scram circuits, [3]. BOR limits are the
calct_lated release of activity to the coolant system from film boiling
burn, _ut, 105 curies for the technical limit and 107 curies for the
transi_ent protection limit. These limits are approximately equal to
the iir)wentory equivalent to fuel operating at 0.03 MW and 3.0 MW
resp_ectively. BOR is quantified by integrating the probability of
occur_:ence of local CHF over the entire reactor core. The major
paran_eter in calculating BOR is the nominal burnout safety factor or
BOSII; N. BOSFN is the ratio of the calculated nominal burnout heat flux
to th_' calculated nominal operating heat flux.

calculated nominal burnout heat flux (HF)

BOSFN= calculated nominal operatingheat flux (1)

CHF i': calculated from empirical correlations, developed at SRL, and
the ope_;ating heat flux is calculated by an assembly model. A
descriptiion of the old BOR limits methodology follows, for
backgrot_nd purposes. This methodology was not used in this
analysis.



BOSFN is calculated for an ideal assembly. Nonidealities such as
variation in the fuel tube thickness, fuel tube eccentricity, and model
deficiencies can influence the onset of local CHF. The nonidealities
that are included in the calculation of BOR are discussed in reference

[4]. The nonidealities are combined statistically by COBAD, the code
used to calculate BOR. The following equation illustrates the manner
in which BOR is calculated.

N M L

BOR= _ _ Pij _ fijk P[(BOSFN)ijk < gijk]
i=l j=l k=l

BOR - Burnout risk for the reactor, MW.

N- Number of fuel assemblies.

M - Number of power producing tubes in an assembly.

L- Number of calculational axial layers in an assembly.

Pij- Power of a fuel or target tube, MW.

fijk- Fraction of tube power contributed by the kthlayer.

P[(BOSFN) < Uijk]- Probability of burnout in the kthlayer.

Uij k - Combined nonideality factor for the ka layer. (2)

COBAD calculates the ratio of assembly burnout risk (BORA)to the
assembly power as a function of the minimum BOSFN on the
assembly control surface. This relation is used by the reactor control
computer to implement the BOR limits. The burnout risk relation has
tile following functional form:

BORA = etC_ + c2 BOSFN+ C3 (BOSFN)z]

PA (3)

The control computer calculates the minimum BOSFN on the control
surface of an assembly from measured operating conditions. The
assembly burnout risk is determined with equation 3, and values of
B ORA for the individual assemblies are summed to calculate reactor
BOR.

The COBAD based procedure for calculating the BORA curve is in need
of considerable review and revision. COBAD is not a Q4, configuration
controlled code, as required for codes used in critical applications,
and the methodology should be updated and based on FLOWTRAN,



the assembly code currently in use. Because of quality assurance
concerns, it was not considered prudent to use the old methodology
to calculate BOR limits, and time constraints and more pressing
priorities precluded development of a new BOR methodology prior to
restart. The results of a recent study indicate that BOR is not
significant at reactor operating powers anticipated for restart, [1],
and a large-scale effort to develop a BOR limits methodology is
therefore not warranted prior to restart. Negligible or otherwise,
BOR limits must be implemented by the control computer, and the
format is not very flexible. To meet control computer requirements,
a bounding analysis to calculate power limits with a negligible
burnout risk was conducted. Zero-BOR-BOSFN values were
determined for each of the K-14 flowzones, and these were used to
develop conservative BORA curves, in the form of equation 3.

Bounding BOR Analysis

Zero-BOR-BOSFN values are calculated by combining assembly
nonidealities in the worst possible configuration and determining the
threshold power at v,,hich CHF is predicted to occur in an assembly.
This procedure will result in overly conservative BOR limits, since the
configuration of nonidealities is not realistic. It avoids the
complicated statistical treatment of uncertainties, required to
quantify BOR, and there is plenty of margin between bounding BOR
limits and flow instability power limits, such that BOR limits will not
restrict reactor operation for the K-14 cycle.

The assembly nonidealities considered are: azimuthal variations in
assembly power, subchannel flow reduction due to eccentric nesting
of the fuel and target tubes, the use of a bounding axial power
profile, and uncertainties in the CHF correlation. Azimuthal
variations in assembly power result from circumferential variations
in fuel and target tube thicknesses and an azimuthal variation in the
neutron flux, due to the relative position of control rods. Factors that
influence the azimuthal distribution of assembly power in a Mk-22
were treated statistically in the FI uncertainty analysis with
7OWCOMB.FOR, [5]. This code was modified to calculate the azimuthal
distribution of assembly power for the worst alignment of
asymmetric power factors, [1]. The azimuthal distribution of
normalized power for the two fuel tubes of a Mk-22 assembly for
this configuration are shown in figure 1. The peak powers are
approximately 40% above nominal. The average inner and outer fuel



tube power multipliers for the hot quadrant are 1.34769 and 1.3418
respectively.

Worst Case Azimuthal Power Tilt
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Figure 1. Azimuthal Variation in Power for the
Inner and Outer Fuel Tubes

Eccentric positioning of fuel and target tubes can reduce the coolant
flow through assembly s_'bchannels. The maximum eccentricity will
occur when two nbs contact the opposite wall, as shown in figure 2.
This reduces the subchannel cross-sectional areas by approximately
10%, 8%, and 11% respectively for the inner, middle, and outer flow
channels of a Mk-22 assembly. In this bounding analysis the
eccentricity is assumed to exist in the same direction along the entire
length of the heated section of the assembly. The flow rate through a
pinched subchannel is reduced proportional to the 1.25 power of the

| area ratio.

QEr_. C A_c. 11'25QNom. = ANom. (4)

The eccentric subchannel flow rate is directly reduced by the
reduction in cross-sectional area, and there is a further reduction due

to a drop in axial flow velocity. The velocity reduction is due to the
fact that the subchannel pressure drop is essentially invariant with

4
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respect to eccentricity. This is due to the fact that the parallel
channels are exposed to the same pressure boundary conditions. The
worst assembly configuration for CHF is when the eccentricity and
azimuthal power tilt vectors are colinear.

Hot Subchannel

Figure 2. Subchannel with Maximum Eccentricity

The following correlations are used to predict CHF in SRS reactor
assemblies.

= 107500(1 + 0.145 V)[1 + 0.031(Tsa t - Tb)]

or

CHF = 413400(1 + 0.0515 V) for Tsub < 200 C (5)
where"

HF- Critical heat flux, pcu
hrft 2

ft
V - Coolant velocity, --s

0 CTsat - Saturation temperature,

° CTb- Bulk fluid temperature,

The correlation uncertainty is included in the bounding BOR analysis.
lt includes experimental uncertainty in the data used to develop the



correlations and the uncertainty in the independent variables in the
correlation. The CHF correlation has an uncertainty with a standard
deviation of 6.5%, [6]. This is the uncertainty in the experimental
data. The overall correlation uncertainty is also a function of
uncertainty in the flow velocity and subcooling. The influence of
assembly nonidcalities on subchannel flow variables is handled by
considering the worst case configuration, and therefore is not
included in the variable uncertainties. The flow variable

uncertainties are the uncertainties in the assembly boundary
conditions. The uncertainty in the primary coolant system flow rate
has a standard deviation of 863.88 gpm/coolant loop or 3.46%, [7],
and this is the assumed uncertainty in the velocity. The uncertainty
in pump suction temperature was derived from an analysis of th6

heat exchangers, and it has a standard deviation of approximately .50
C, [7]. This is also the uncertainty in the plenum temperature, and is
the assumed uncertainty in the subcooling. The local pressure is
calculated from the tank bottom pressure, which is a well known
quantity, so the uncertainty in the saturation temperature is
neglected. The three uncertainties are assumed to be independent,
and they are combined together by the root-sum-squares to yield
the overall uncertainty in CHF.

0CHF'__ "' OCHF 2 2'" (6)

The value of CHF used in tile bounding analysis is the ideal value,
predicted by equation 5, minus four standard deviations.

CHFboundin8 = CH'FideM - 40"CHF (7)

The nonidealities previously described have been incorporated into a
simple steady-state assembly model, developed to analyze BOR in
Mk-22 assemblies. The model is described in detail in reference [1].
Inputs for the model are assembly flow rate, and power, plenum
temperature, and tank bottom pressure. Flow is partitioned between
the flow channels in accordance with the hydraulics manual, and the
axial and radial power distributions are based on those in
FLOWTRAN. The model calculates the axial pressure, velocity, and
bulk temperature distributions in the three main flow channels. The
model was benchmarked against FLOWTRAN, and the predicted flow
fields are in good agreement with the more sophisticated assembly



code. This model was used instead of FLOWTRAN because it was

simplier to incorporate nonidealities, had a faster computational
turn-around time, and it was adequate for the task.

The axial power profile is a modified sinusoidal function that closely
approximates the axial profile that is used in FLOWTRAN fo, FI
power limits calculations. This is a bounding power profile• The

• FLOWTRAN prefile was approximated by a sinusoidal function rather
than interpolating, because it is desirable to have an integrable
function. The axial power profile is shown in figure 3. Also shown is
the FLOWTRAN profile. Radial power splits between the two fuel
tubes and between the two surfaces of a fuel tube were

benchmarked with FLOWTRAN. These power splits change as fuel is
consumed. Three cases were considered" beginning of cycle, 30% ['uel
burnup, and 55% fuel burnup.

Axial Power Distribution (K 14.1)
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Figure 3. Axial Power Shape in a Mk-22 Assembly

BOR power limits were calculated for each of the K-14 flowzones.
The procedure was to run the assembly model, with the hereinbefore
nonidealities included, and iteratively determine the assembly power
at which tl_e minimum value of BOSFN is equal to one. This is the



bounding assembly technical power limit for the applicable flowzone.
The Zero-BOR-BOSFN value was determined with the ideal assembly
model. This parameter is the minimum BOSFN on the assembly
control surface, which for the Mk-22 assembly is the inner surface of
the outer fuel tube. This is the surface with the least change in the
minimum BOSFN over the subcycle. To calculate the BORA curve, a
very steep and consequently conservative shape was assumed, and
coefficients for equation 3 were calculated that are compatable with
the control computer.

The same BORA curve is used for both technical and transieot
protection limits. This is accomplished with the TRAM coefficient,

4 which is the ratio of the steady-state BOSFN _o the transient BOSFN.
The BOSFN is modified by TRAM so that the transient protection BOR

can be evaluated with the technical limits BORA curve.

_, BOSFNtr,_,_ t = CHF = BOSFN,.,

i TRAIM × Qoperatin8 (7)

A DEGB LOCA is the design basis accident for reactor power limits,
and the severest mismatch between power and coolant flow occurs
just before the control rods are inserted during the FI phase of this
accident, at approximately 1.3 seconds, ihe assembly power is
essentially at the preincident level, and the coolant flow rate and
tank bottom pressure are significantly reduced. This is the accident
that was used to calculate BOR transient protection limits. At 1.3
seconds into a LOCA, the assembly would essentially be operating at
quasi-equilibrium conditions. This was demonstrated by comparing
the output of the simple steady-state assembly code, used in this

I analysis, with the transient solution of FLOWTRAN. The agreement
| was very good, and therefore the simple assembly code is adequate

i for calculating transient protection limits. The boundary conditions

for calculating these limits are" assembly flow rate of 225.0 gpm,
tank bottom pressure of 19.5 psia, and the preincident plenum
temperature. The TRAM coefficient is designed so that the transient
BOSFN will equal the steady-state Zero-BOR-BOSFN when the
assembly is operating at the transient CHF power limit.

.

8
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CHF Power Limits

Zero-BOR-BOSFN values for each of the six K-14 flowzones were
calculated for beginning and end of subcycle conditions and with

plenum temperatures of 20 ° C and 40° C. The K-14 cycle consists of
two subcycles: K-14.1 from zero tc, 30% fuel burnup, and K-14.2 from

• 30% to 55% fuel burnup. Beginning and end of subcycle conditions
bracket expected operating conditions for the subcycles, and the
most conservative results were used to calculate BOR limit_ for each

subcycle. The assemblies in flowzones 1 through 3 have bottom end
fittings (BEF) with 36 shellholes and the flowzone 4 through 6
assemblies have BEF's with 28 shellholes. The number of shellholes
influences the form losses in the BEF, and therefore the axial -
pressure distribution in the assembly. Flowzone flow parameters are
given in table 1'

FLOWZONE Tin (°C) FLOW (gpm)

1 20 339.20490
1 40 345.07823
2 20 348.14581
2 40 354.30198
3 20 362.02150
3 40 368.52076
4 20 342.93377
4 40 348.74685
5 20 361.25068

i

5 40 367.49463
6 20 363.22813
6 40 369.41193

Table 1. K 14.1 Flowzone Flow Rates

Steady-state BOR power limits were calculated with the nonideal
configuration of the assembly code. The tank bottom pressure was
the nominal value of 28.5 psia, and the plenum temperatures and

. flow rates were values from table 1. These power limits are the
thresholds at which CHF is predicted to occur for extreme nonideal
bounding conditions. Minimum BOSFN values were tbe_l calculated,
using the ideal assembly model and the bounding power limits. The
surface on which these minimums occur changes with fuel burnup; at

9
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the beginn2ng of the cycle the closest approach to CHF occurs on the
outer surface of the outer fuel tube, and with 55% burnup the closest
approach to CHF occurs on the inner surface of the inner fuel tube.
At 30% burnup the closest approach to CHF occurs on the inner
surface of the inner fuel tube, but the outer surface of the outer fuel

tube is almost as close. The control computer calculates the BOSFN on
the control surface, the inside surface of the outer fuel tube, and the
minimum BOSFN on this surface is also calculated. This is the Zero-
BOR-BOSFN.

Calculated minimum BOSFN results for both .the c"itical surface
(BOSFr,r,,_o) and the control surface (BOSFNo,) are shown in table 2. The
more conservative values of Zero-BOR-BOSFN, for ali flowzones, are

for the cases with a plenum temperature of 40°C and therefore only
these results are shown.

FZ Tin FLOW POWER BOSFN..,, BOSFN_, % BURNUP

1 40 345.0 5.56 2.682 3.148 0
1 40 345.0 5.84 2.680 3.114 30
1 40 345.0 5.46 2.651 3.546 55
2 40 354.3 5.73 2.679 3.149 0
2 40 354.3 6.02 2.676 3.114 30
2 40 354.3 5.63 2.648 3.545 55
3 40 368.5 5.98 2.683 3.160 0
3 40 368.5 6.29 2.676 3.121 30
3 40 368.5 5.89 2.645 3.545 55
4 40 348.7 5.73 2.683 3.149 0
4 40 348.7 6.02 2.680 3.114 30
4 40 348.7 5.62 2.656 3.554 55
5 40 367.5 6.08 2.682 3.157 0
5 40 367.5 6.39 2.678 3.121 30
5 40 367.5 5.98 2.648 3.548 55
6 40 369.4 6.11 2.685 3.161 0
6 40 369.4 6.42 2.682 3.127 30
6 40 369.4 6.01 2.651 3.553 55

Table 2. Steady-state Bounding CHF Limits

10
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where"

BOSFN_ is the minimum value on the critical surface

BOSFN= is the minimumvalue on the control surface

,)

The highest CHF power limits occur with 30% burnup. This is due to
the fact that both the inner surface of the inner fuel tube and the

' outer surface of the outer fuel tube reach CHF almost simultaneously.
The radial power distribution is more favorable, with respect to BOR,
at 30% burnup than at the beginning or the end of the cycle. There is
only a slight decrease in the Zero-BOR-BOSFN between zero and 30%
burnup, despite the significant increase in CHF power limits, and this
is due to the fact that the minimum control surface BOSFN increases

with f,_..elburnup. Figure 4 shows that the minimum BOSFN increases
essentially linearly, with p,rcent burnup, for constant assembly flow
and power parameters.

Q=340 gpm, Tin=30 deg C, Power=3.2 MW

• 7.4 '"o
a
1::
,.,j

"_ 7.2
L.

c
0
0

o 7.0

LI.
U_
0
m 6.8
E

E
¢:

=ll 6.6 " I • I • I • I • I •
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

% Fuel Burnup

Figure 4. Minimum Control Surface BOSFN as a
Function of Percent Fuel Burnup.

Figure 5 shows the Zero-BOR-BOSFN values for the six flowzones, as
functions of burnup. The most conservative or maximum values
occur at the end of cycle, 55% burnup, and it would appear at first
glance most prudent to use these values for the whole cycle. The
margin between the transient protection BOSFN, at FI power limits,

11



and the Zero-BOR-BOSFN is approximately the same for beginning and
end of cycle conditions. Because the BOSFN increases with burnup
during the reactor cycle, the apparent margin would be less at the
beginning of the cycle, if the end of cycle Zero-BOR-BOSFN was used.
For this reason separate BORA curves are calculated for the two
subcycles.

Assemblies Operating @ BOR
Power Limit, Tin = 40 deg.

3.6

_ 3.5

"E 3,4 - ----rP-.-- FZ#1
_. FZ#2

t_ _ FZ#3
_. " FZ#4

,,¢ 3.3 -- - FZ#5 '
-----cP---. FZ#6

E 3,2
E

._ 3.1 , , _ , ' , ,
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

.% Burnup

Figure 5. Zero-BOR-BOSFN as Functions of Percent
Fuel Burnup.

Zero-BOR-BOSFN values for the six flowzones, at a specified burnup,
are very close to each other, therefore a single value will be used for
ali flowzones. This allows a single BORA curve to be used, which is
consistent with past practice. The more conservative value of Zero-
BOR-BOSFN for the K-14.1 subcycle occurs at the beginning of the
subcycle, and the more conservative value for the K-14.2 subcycle
occurs at the end of the subcycle.

Zero-BOR-BOSFN (K- 14.1)= 3.16

Zero-BOR-BOSFN (K-14.2)= 3.55

The control computer requires that the BORA curve have the form of
equation 3. Since finite BOR cannot be quantified by this simple

12



analysis, the BORA curve can only be approximated conservatively.
• Control computer requirements constrain the size of the constants in

the BORA/PA function, equation 3, to values between -327.67 and
327.67. The constants were solved for by specifying three points on

• the curve. Zero-BOR-BOSFN is the value of BOSFN where BORA/PA is
defined as 10"6, [3], and a value of BOSFN .1 less than Zero-BOR-BOSFN
was assumed to have a corresponding value of BORA/PA of 0.1. This
second point is arbitrary but, as will be seen later, the resultant BORA
curve is conservative. An intermediate point was chosen, such that
the BORA constants satisfied the control computer constraints. The
BORA curve for the K-14.1 subcycle is:

BORA,= e[C_+c2BOSFN+c3(BOSFN)2]
PA

Ct = 118.96

C2 = 33.51

C3 = -23.89 (8)

The BORA curve for the K-14.2 subcycle is'

BORA = e[cl + c_ BOSFs +C3(BOSFN)2]ii

PA

C1 = 102.13

C2= 52.27

C3 = -23.89 (9)

These curves are shown in figure 6. Figure 7 shows the bounding
BORA curves along with a curve calculated by the old COBAD
methodology for the K-14 cycle, [8]. The steepness of the new
curves, relative to the old one, is a measure of the degree of
conservatism of these bounding BORA curves.

13
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Figure 6. Bounding BORA Curves for the Two K-14 Subcycles.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Bounding and COBAD BORA Curves.

Bounding transient protection CHF power limits, for each of the
subcycles, were calculated with the nonideal version of the assembly
model. The assumed flow conditions were the most severe expected
in a LOCA transient prior to scram, an assembly flow of 225 gpm and
a tank bottom pressure of 19.5 psia. The plenum temperature was

14



assumed to be 40°C. Since the flow conditions were assumed to be
the same for ali flowzones, only two cases were considered, 36
shellholes for flowzones #1-3 and 28 shellholes for flowzones #4-6.
The transient protection CHF power limits are insensitive to the
number of shellholes in the BEF, and therefore there is one power
limit for each value of burnup. The transient protection CHF power

• limits for zero, 30%, and 55% burnup are respectively" 4.03 MW, 3.94
MW, and 3.65 MW. Transient values of Zero-BOR-BOSFN were
determined with the ideal assembly model, using the same flow
conditions as the steady-state Zero-BOR-BOSFN calculations and the
transient power limits. The TRAM coefficient is the ratio of the
transient Zero-BOR-BOSFN to the steady-state Zero-BOR-BOSFN. This
TRAM coefficient is defined differently than those derived in the
past for use with COBAD/DITTY-BOP CHF power limits, though it is
utilized in the same manner by the control computer to calculate
transient protection BOR. Transient protection BOR is now based on a
DEGB LOCA as opposed to a reactor power increase incident,
previously defined as the limiting accident. The redefinition of
TRAM was necessitated by the change in the limiting accident.

Ct-IF(@ SS PL) CHF (@ Trans PL)
Zero-BOR-BOSFNss= = ..............

Qssp, × pr,
CHF (@ TransPL)

Zero-BOR-BOSFNr,_ ' = -
Qrrarts PL

Zero-BOR-BOSFNr, _
.'. TRAM=

Zer°-BOR-BOSFNss (10)

The lower transient protection CHF power limit, for a subcycle, was
used to calculate transient Zero-BOR-BOSF_ values for each of the
flowzones. TRAM coefficients were calculated by ratioing the
transient Zero-BOR-BOSFN values to the steady-state Zero-BOR-BOSFN
values. The K-14.1 TRAM values are presented in table 3, and the K-
14.2 TRAM valuesare presented in table 4.

15



FLOWZONE FLOW (gpm) Zero-BOR-BOSFN_._ TRAM

1 345.0 4.8921 1.548
2 354.3 5.0724 1.605 .
3 368.5 5.3510 1.693
4 348.7 5.0723 1.605
5 367.5 5.4498 1.724
6 369.4 5.4880 1.736

Table 3. K-14.1 TRAM Values

FLOWZONE FLOW (gpm) Zero-BOR-BOSFN_,_ TRAM

1 345.0 5.8997 1.660 .
2 354.3 6.1119 1.720
3 368.5 6.4378 1.811
4 348.7 6.1107 1.719
5 367.5 6.5532 1.844
6 369.4 6.5984 1.857

Table 4. K-14.2 TRAM Values

Discussion of CHF Limits

Reactor operating power for the K-14.1 subcycle should be
determined by FI power limits, therefore the relationship between
reactor operation at FI power limits and CHF limits was investigated.
FI power limits are assembly effluent temperature limits, as
functions of the assembly inlet temperatures, [9], and there are
distinct limits for each of the six K-14.1 flowzones. The effluent

temperature limits can easily be converted to assembly power limits
by:

Power = m Cp (Tdf- Tin) (11 )

Table 5 list the hydraulic characteristics and assembly power limits
for the K-14.1 flowzones. The ideal assembly model was run with
the flow conditions and FI power limits listed in table 5, to determine

16



the minimum values of the steady-state and transient protection
B OSFN on :he control surface. The transient protection BOSFN was
calculated from equation 7, and minimum values of the control
surface transient protection BOSFN were calculated for both

' beginning and end of subcycle conditions, for both subcycles. These
results are shown in figures 8 and 9, for the K-14.1 and K-14.2

• subcycles respectively. The smallest margins between the transient
protection BOSFN and the Zero-BOR-BOSFtq are .75 for the K-14.1
subcycle and .32 for the K-14.2 subcycle. In both cases the minimum
transient protection BOSFrq occurs at the beginning of the subcycle, in

flowzone #3, ard with an inlet temperature of 20 ° C. If end of cycle
BCR limits are applied to the whole cycle, the smallest margin
between the transient protection BOSFrq and the Zero-BOR-BOSFN .
would be .11. There is almost a threefold increase in this margin if
separate CHF limits are applied to each subcycle.

FLOWZONE Tin Teff Q (gpm) Power Limit (MW)

1 20 55.34 339.2 3.4998
1 30 61.91 342.2 3.182
1 40 68.48 345.1 2.856
2 20 55.0 348.1 3.557
2 30 61.6 351.2 3.234
2 40 68.2 354.3 2.903
3 20 54.84 362.0 3.682
3 30 61.46 365.3 3.349
3 40 68.08 368.5 3.007
4 20 55.54 342.9 3.558
4 30 62.11 345.8 3.236
4 40 68.68 348.7 2.906
5 20 52.0 361.3 3.376
5 30 58.85 364.4 3.064
5 40 65.7 367.5 2.744
6 20 51.84 363.2 3.376
6 30 58.85 364.4 3.064
6 40 65.7 367.5 2.744

Table 5. Flowzone Flow Characteristics at
FI Power Limits

o
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Figures 8 & 9. Transient Protection BOSFN for Assemblies
Operating at the K-14.1 LOCA-FI Power
Limits.

Bounding zero-BOR technical and transient protection assembly
power limits have been calculated for the K-14 cycle. The reactor
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control computer implements these limits with the BORA curve,
which is used to quantify BOR. Finite BOR cannot be quantified with
this bounding analysis, so conservative BORA curves, compatable
with control computer requirements, were developed• The only

• poipt on the BORA curve with a technical basis is the Zero-BOR-BOSFN.
The rest of the curve meets two criteria; it is conservative, and it is

, compatable with the control computer. The BORA curve is steep
enough such that the transient protection BOR limit, 3.0 MW, would
be quickly reached if the transient protection BOSFN dropped below
the Zero-BOR-BOSFN. The bounding zero-BOR assembly power lxmits
are essentially the BOR assembly power limits.

To convert assembly power limits to reactor power limits the concept
of the number of effective tubes is used, [10]. The number of
effective tubes is a multiplier for the assembly power limit that gives
the reactor power. Implicit in this multiplier are assumptions about
the spatial reactor power distribution, and 400 is a commonly
accepted value for a Mk-22 charge. The minimum transient '
protection assembly power limit is 3.65 MW. This corresponds to a
zero-BOR reactor power limit of 1460 MW. As long as the reactor
power remains below this value, the BORA curve will not be
exercised. This is approximately, 61% of historical full power, and K
Reactor is expected to operate m the neighborhood of 50%, so BOR
power limits should not restrict reactor operation.
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Addendum

' Final FI power limits for the K-14.1 subcycle have not been
calculated, and consequently flowzone parameters such as mean and

' minimum assembly flow rates have not been finalized. As this
document was going to press, the nominal and minimum assembly
flow rates for the K-14.1 flowzones were changed to the following
values:

FLOWZONE FLOW (gpm) MIN. FLOW (gpm)

1 332 321.8
2 334 323.1
3 344 331.5
4 335 324.8 .
5 348 336.3
6 348 336.2

CHF power limits and Zero-BOR-BOSFN values for zero% and 55%
burnup were calculated, using the minimum flowzone assembly flow
rates. The Zero-BOR-BOSFN values for the K-14.1 and K-14.2
subcycles were 3.153 and 3.553 respectively. Since these values are
not greater than the Zero-BOR-BOSFN values presented in the main
body of this document, they are not more limiting, and the limits
presented in this document are good. If flowzone parameters are
redefined before K Reactor restart, the CHF power limits must be
checked to insure that they are conservative.
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